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ABSTRACT 
Spectral analysis of a certain doubly infinite Jacobi operator leads to orthogonality relations for 
confluent hypergeometric functions, which are called Laguerre functions. This doubly infinite Ja- 
cobi operator corresponds to the action of a parabolic element of the Lie algebra su(1, 1). The 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the tensor product representation of a positive and a negative dis- 
crete series representation of SU( 1,1) are determined for the parabolic bases. They turn out to be 
multiples of Jacobi functions. From the interpretation of Laguerre polynomials and functions as 
overlap coefficients, we obtain a product formula for the Laguerre polynomials, given by an integral 
over Laguerre functions, Jacobi functions and continuous dual Hahn polynomials. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many special functions of hypergeometric type have an interpretation in rep- 
resentation theory of Lie groups and Lie algebras, see for example Koornwin- 
der’s paper [ll] and the book by Vilenkin and Klimyk [17]. In this paper we 
consider the three-dimensional Lie algebra SU( 1, l), generated by H, B and C. 
Elements of SU( 1 i 1) are either elliptic, parabolic or hyperbolic elements, which 
correspond to the three conjugacy classes of the Lie group SU(1, 1). The self- 
adjoint element X, = -aH + B - C, a E R, is an elliptic element for Ial > 1, a 
parabolic element for Ial = 1, and a hyperbolic element for Ia] < 1. In [lo] 
Koelink and Van der Jeugt consider the action of X, in tensor products of 
positive discrete series representations. This leads to convolution identities for 
several hypergeometric orthogonal polynomials. The action of X, in the tensor 
product of a positive and a negative discrete series representation is considered 
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in [6] for the elliptic case, and in [7] for the hyperbolic case. In this paper we 
investigate the remaining, parabolic, case. In [5] the quantum version of 1, is 
studied. The Lie algebra su( 1,l) is replaced by the quantized universal envel- 
oping algebra U, (,s,( 1,l)) and X, is replaced by a twisted primitive element. It 
turns out that in U, (,s,( 1,l)) the three cases are all the same. 
There are four classes of irreducible unitary representations of su(1, l), the 
positive and negative discrete series, the principal unitary series and the com- 
plementary series. The tensor product of a positive and a negative discrete se- 
ries representation decomposes into a direct integral over the principal unitary 
series. Discrete terms can occur, and these terms correspond to one com- 
plementary series, or a finite number of discrete series. The Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients for the standard bases are multiples of continuous dual Hahn 
polynomials. 
We consider the element X = -H + B - C, which is a parabolic element. In 
the discrete series X acts on the standard (elliptic) basis as a Jacobi operator, 
which corresponds to the three-term recurrence relation for Laguerre poly- 
nomials. In the principal unitary series and the complementary series X acts on 
the standard basis as a doubly infinity Jacobi operator, which corresponds to 
the recurrence relation for Laguerre functions. So the Laguerre polynomials 
and functions appear as overlap coefficients between the (generalized) eigen- 
vectors of X and the standard basis vectors. Using the differential equation for 
the Laguerre polynomials, we realize the generators H, B and C in the discrete 
series as differential operators. In these realizations the action of the Casimir 
operator can be identified with the hypergeometric differential equation, which 
leads to Jacobi functions as Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for parabolic basis 
vectors. This leads to an identity for the overlap coefficients, which is a product 
formula for the Laguerre polynomials. 
This paper is organized as follows. In 92 we consider a certain doubly infinity 
Jacobi operator, which corresponds to the action of X in the principal unitary 
series. Spectral analysis leads to orthogonality relations for Laguerre func- 
tions. This section is based on [14] by Masson and Repka. 
In $3 we turn to representations of the Lie algebra su( 1,l). We introduce the 
orthogonal polynomials and functions that we need in 93.1, and we give some of 
their properties. In 53.2 we introduce the Lie algebra su( 1,l) and give the irre- 
ducible unitary representations. In $3.3 we diagonalize the element X in the 
various representations, and we give generalized eigenvectors. In 93.4 the gen- 
erators H, B and C are realized as differential operators. Then the Casimir op- 
erator in the tensor product can be identified with the hypergeometric differ- 
ential operator, and this leads to Jacobi functions as Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients. As a result we obtain a product formula for Laguerre polynomials, 
which involves Jacobi functions, Laguerre functions and continuous dual Hahn 
polynomials. 
Notations. If dp(x) is a positive measure, we use the notation d$(x) for the 
positive measure with the property 
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d(pJ x /&(x,x) = d&Y). 
The hypergeometric series is defined by 
where (a), denotes the Pochhammer symbol, defined by 
(4, = y = a(a + l)(a + 2). . . (a + n - l), n E GO - 
For the confluent hypergeometric function we use the notation 
a 
lFl(a;b;z) =I FI b ;z , ( > 
and the second solution of the confluent hypergeometric differential equation is 
defined by 
(1.1) U(a;b;z) =~(rJ(!~~l)~~~(a;b;z)+~~(~)1)z1~h~~~(~-b+1;2-h;z), 
see [16, (1.3.1)]. This is a many-valued functions of z, and we take as its principal 
branch that which lies in the complex plane cut along the negative real axis 
(-? 01. 
Acknowledgements. I thank the referee for making useful suggestions and 
pointing out mistakes. 
2. LAGUERRE FUNCTIONS 
In this section we determine the spectral measure of a certain doubly infinite 
Jacobi operator. This operator is obtained from the action of the self-adjoint 
element X of the Lie algebra SU( 1 i 1) in the principal unitary series representa- 
tion, see $3.3. The eigenfunctions which are needed to describe the spectral 
measure, are called Laguerre functions. See [14] or [9] for doubly infinite Jacobi 
operators. The calculation of the eigenfunctions and the Wronskian is obtained 
from [14], but we repeat the calculations here briefly. 
The doubly infinite Jacobi operator L : t2(Z) t 12(Z) is defined by 
(2.1) Lek=akek+l +bkek+ak-lek-1, 
where {ek}kCE is the standard orthonormal basis of e’(Z) and 
ak=ak(p,~) = &k+E+;+ip)~: 
bk = bk(P, E) = 2(k + E), 
where p > 0, E E [0, 1) and (pi E) + (0, $). 
Remark 2.1. There exists a symmetry for the parameters of L. Let us denote 
L = L(p, E). The unitary operator U : ekH(-l)ke-k intertwines L(p, E) with 
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-L(-p, --E). So iff( z; E, p, k) is a solution to the eigenvalue equation Lf = zf, 
then (- l)kf( -z; -E, -p, 4) is another solution to the same eigenvalue equa- 
tion. 
Observe that L is an unbounded, symmetric operator. The domain D of L is 
the dense subspace of finite linear combinations of the basis vectors ek. We de- 
fine for a functionf = cp= --w fkek E 12(z) 
L*f = 2 (@k,h+l +hd+ak-Lfk-l)ek. 
k=-m 
on its domain 
D* = {f E C2(Z) 1 L*f E e2(Z)}, 
then (L*, D”) is the adjoint of (L, 0). Note that L*l, = L. 
Solutions to Lv = -zv can be given in terms of confluent hypergeometric 
functions (see [16]). 
Proposition 2.2. The following functions are solutions to Lv = -zv: 
Sk+; P, &) = (-1) 
kIr(k+&+i+ip)I 
T(k + E + i - ip) 
lFl(k+ &+i+ip; 1 +2ip;z), 
tk(z. p E) = Iv% - k - E - @)I > 1 r($ - k - E + ip) ~F~(~--k---@;I-2ip;-z), 
Q(z;p,E) = (-l)“lr(k+E+k+ip)l U(k+E+i+ip;l +2ip;z), z e (-4 01 
vk(z; p, E) = I$ - k - E - ip)j U(k - k - E - ip; 1 - 2ip; -z), z e io, a). 
Proof. The first solution Sk follows from [16, (2.2.1)] 
(b - a) IF~ (a - 1; b; z) + (2a - b + z) IFI (a; b; z) - a IFI (a + 1; b; z) = 0. 
The second solution tk follows from the first using the symmetry relation for the 
parameters, cf. Remark 2.1. In the same way we find from [16, (2.2.8)] 
U(a-l;b;z)-(2a-b+z)U(a;b;z)+a(a-b+l)U(a+l;b;z)=O, 
that Uk and vk are solutions to Lv = -zv. 17 
The solution space to Lv = -zv is two-dimensional, since for a fixed n E Z:, v 
is completely determined by the initial values vn _ 1 and v,. So the eigenfunctions 
given in Proposition 2.2 can be expanded in terms of each other. 
Proposition 2.3 We have the connection formulas 
uk(z) = A(Z)Sk(Z) + B(z)tk(z), z e (-% 01 
Vk(Z) = c(z)sk(z) + D(Z)tk(z), z 6 [O, co)> 
where 
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A(z) = T(-2ip), 
sin 7r(~ + i + ip) 
B(z) = z-%T(2ip) 
Isin7r(c+$-ip)j’ 
sin 7r(~ + t + ip) 
C(z) = (-z)2iPe-‘T(-2ip) . 
jsin7r(Et$-Q)]’ 
D(z) = T(2ip). 
Or equivalently, for z E C \ $ 
Sk(z) = E(z)Uk(z) + F;(z)vk(z), 
tk(Z) = G(Z)Uk(Z) + ff(z)Vk(Z), 
where 
E(z) = i sin x(c + i- ip)r( 1 + 2ip)ei”c(“+ii-‘P), 
F(z) = -i 1 sin7r(E + k + ip)\ r(l + 2ip)e”z~2iPe”“~(“+f+“P); 
G(z) = i 1 sinr(& +i + ip)l P(l - 2ip)e-Z(-z)2ipe’“E(Ei~+“p), 
H(z) = - i sin yr(& + k - ip)r( 1 - 2jp)e’“~(E+i+“P), 
where [ = sgnS(z). 
Proof. The first connection formula follows from (l.l), the reflection 
formula for the r-function, and Kummer’s transformation: rFr (a; b; z) = 
e”lFl (b - a; b; -z). The second connection formula can be derived from the 
first using the symmetry for the parameters, see Remark 2.1. 
Proof. The other two connection formulas follow from [16, (1.9.1),(1.4.10)] or 
they can be derived from the first two. 
Definition 2.4. For two functions f(z) = c,“-_,fk(z)ek and g(z) = 
cr= --oo gk(z)ek, the Wronskian is defined by 
[f(Z>>dZ)lk = ak(.h(z)gk+l(z) -fk+l(z)gk(z)). 
W(z) and d z are solutions to the eigenvalue equation Lv = -zv, the Wron- ) 
skian LWr &)lk is is independent of k, so the Wronskian can be found by 
taking the limit k 4 &co. Moreover, f(z) and g(z) are linearly independent 
solutions if and only if [f(z), g(z)] # 0. 
Lemma 2.5. For 0 < 1 arg(z) 1 < r and k --f 00 
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Proof. This follows from the asymptotic behaviour for ]y] + 00 of the modified 
Bessel functions 
G(Y) = &-‘(I + O(h)), larg.4 <i, 
and the asymptotic expansions for the confluent hypergeometric functions in 
terms of modified Bessel functions [16, (4.6.42),(4.6.43)]. 0 
For z E @ \ 17% we introduce the spaces 
s,’ = f(z) = 2 fk(z)ek 1 L*f(z) = -zf(z) and 2 ki(z)I” < CC 
k=-cc k=O 
s; = f(z) = 2 fk(z)ek I L*f(z) = -f(z) and ,gm h(z)12 < 00 . 
k=-cc 
Then the deficiency space for L is S,’ n S;. Note that dim S,” _< 2, and in case 
dim S,’ = 2, we have S,’ = S;, since the solution space to Lf = -zf is two di- 
mensional. 
Next we put & = z@u(z), z 6 (- co, O], and Qp, = (-z))@v(z), z $ [0, CG). 
From the transformation U(a; b; z) = z ‘-bU(a-b+l;2-b;z)itfollowsthat 
(24 
q(z) = z-%Q(z), z $2 (-CqO], 
v@) = (-~)2ip,‘k(z), z @ [o, m). 
So we have ($zjk = (4~)~ and (@z)k = (@z)~, and in particular (&)k E R for x > 
0 and (@x)k E [w for x < 0. Note that (c&)~ and (cD~)~ are even in p. 
We calculate the Wronskian [q&, @J. From Lemma 2.5 and ak = k + O(l), for 
k + 00, we find for z @ (-ce,O] 
[s(z), u(z)] = ;&e+‘P r( 1 + 2ip)$ (~&GT+l/~ _ &/GGj-&GTG). 
And since 
(et/--dw _ ,~~-$&=5 
) J( 
= 2 f 1 + @)), k + oo, 
we obtain 
[s(z), u(z)] = ezzp2@r(2ip + I), z 6 (6-oo,Ol. 
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Then we find from the connection formulas of Proposition 2.3 
b(z), 441 = WbJ(z), 44 ZE@\R, 
and this gives 
(2.3) [&,Qz] = z’~(-z)-‘~[~(z); v(z)] = / si;;E-;;:;p,, i 0 < /arg(z)l < 7r. 
So we find that & and @, are linearly independent. 
Proposition 2.6. For 0 < / arg(z)l < q we have ST = span{&}, and 
S; = span{@,}, and L is essentially self-adjoint. 
Proof. From Lemma 2.5 we see that & = z’%(z) E S,+ and 
QZ = (-z)-‘~v(z) E S;, for 0 < ( arg(z)/ < ?r. Masson and Repka prove in [14, 
Thm.2.11 that the deficiency indices of L are obtained by adding the deficiency 
indices of the two Jacobi operators J* obtained by restricting L to !2(Z120) 
(setting a-i = 0) and to @(-N) (setting a0 = 0). Since CrEo l/ak and 
C,l --oo l/ak are divergent, [3, Ch.VII, Thm.l.31 proves that J’ have deficiency 
indices (O,O), and hence so has L. So dim S,” = 1, and the proposition 
follows. q 
We use the Stieltjes-Perron inversion formula, see [4, $X11.4], to calculate the 
spectral measure; 
E)-;g((u!b)) = $l$&J’*h’ (G(x + iS)f, g) - (G(x - iS)f, g)dx. 
a+v 
In this case the resolvent G(z) can be calculated explicitly by 
(2.4) +./i&)(1 -;&k)- 
- 
Proposition 2.7 The spectral measure for the operator -L dejined by (2.1), is 
described by the following integral, for B c R a Bore1 set, 
ex( sinr(E + k + i~)]~(f, v(x))(v(x),g)dx 
t’ 
J’ r2 Bfl(O,m) 
eex/ sinn(E +k+ ip)12(f,u(x))(u(x),g)dx, 
where f, g E kY2(Z) and with the notation of Proposition 2.2 
u(X) = 2 uk(x)ek; V(x) = 2 Vk(X)ek. 
k=-cc k=-cc 
Moreover, 0 is not contained in the point spectrum of L. 
Proof. We define 
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then we have, using (2.3) and < = sgnS(z), 
A(x) = - lii k ) sinrr(E + 2 + ip)l (e”(‘cy(~~+ifi)k(~~+i6)i 
- e- iai~+~‘(~~-iO)k(dn-j6)i). 
For x < 0 we have limsLs(@X+is)k = limblo(@x-iS)k = (c&),, and from the con- 
nection formulas we find 
lii fPcE+h’ ($x+i&)l - e-ia(E+f) (#n-iJ)[ 
= lim 
610 ( 
$++t)(x + iS)“A(x + i6)s~(x + i6) - eC’ ‘++(x - iS)‘Y4(X - iS)Sl(X - is)) 
+ lim 
610 ( 
e’++f)(x + CQiPB(x + iS)tl(x + i6) - e-’ zT(E+b (x - iqipB(x - iS)l[(X - zq) 
= 2isin7r(E +i+ ip)(-~)‘~r(-2ip)sl(x) +2idi(-x)-‘pr(2ip) ) sin7r(c7+;+ ip)l tl(x) 
= 2idc(-~)-‘~l sin7r(e + k + ip)] VI(~). 
Here we used 
For x > 0 we use the symmetry for the parameters, cf. Remark 2.1. So we find 
(2.6) A(x) = 
Both expressions are clearly symmetric in k and I, so the sum in (2.4) can be 
antisymmetrized using (2.2). Now, if 0 is not contained in the point spectrum of 
L, the result follows from the Stieltjes-Perron inversion formula and (2.2). 
To show that 0 is not an element of the point spectrum of L, we show that 
kerL = (0). First we calculate the Wronskian [s(O), t(O)], using Definition 2.4 
with k = 0. A straightforward calculation gives 
hence s(O) and t(0) are linearly independent. So if f E kerL, f # 0, then f is a 
linear combination of s(0) and t(0). But s(O), t(0) 6 J’(Z), since Isk( = 1 and 
I&(O)1 = 1, and therefore kerL = (0). 
Remark 2.8. The result of Proposition 2.7 remains valid if ip is replaced by X + 
i where X E (-i,-~) and E E [O,i), or X E (-$,E- 1) and E E (i, 1). In this 
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case the operator L is obtained from the action of the self-adjoint element X in 
the complementary series representation of su(1, l), see 93.3. 
Let us define the Laguerre functions gn(x; p, E), n E Z, by 
and we define the weight function w(x; p, E) by 
w(x; p, E) = $1 sin 7r(E + i + ip) 12e-IxJ. 
From Proposition 2.7 we find the following, 
Theorem 2.9. Ebr p > 0, E E [0, 1) and (p, E) f (0, i), the Laguevre functions 
&(x; p, &)form un ovthonovmal basis ofL’(R, w(x; p, e)dx). 
Proof. The orthonormality of the Laguerre functions follows from Proposition 
2.7 by replacing f and g by standard orthonormal basis vectors e, and e,, 
n, m E Z, and using B = R. Completeness of the Laguerre functions follows 
from the uniqueness of the spectral measure. 
Remark 2.10. It would be nice to have a definition the Laguerre functions for 
x = 0. In order to find the “natural” definition in x = 0 we calculate A(O), where 
A(x) is defined by (2.5). We stress that the Laguerre functions are defined al- 
most everywhere on R, so the calculation of the Laguerre functions in x = 0 is 
only a formal calculation. 
Using the connection coefficients from Proposition 2.3 we find 
A(0) = - lj$ k 1 sinr(.c + i + ip)l (e~‘~(~+i) @. ( L6)k(h5)1 - e-‘““~)(~-16)k(6-‘6),) 
=- l$ i Isin?r(E+i+ip)i( eir~~+ip) [C(iS)Sk(iS) + o(iS)t&S)] [A(iS)sr(iS) + B(iS)t&S)] 
- e-iX(E+~+ip) [C(-iS)&iS) + D(--iS)tk(-iS)] [A(-iS)s,(-5) + B(-i&)f~(4)]), 
To compute this limit, we use 
‘;‘i”“(i”) = l@(-ifi) = Sk(O), 
lii$i6) = likr#-iS) = &k(O), 
liiA(k)D(i6) = liiA(-i6)D(--i6) = lr(2ip)/2; 
l$ B(i6)C(i6) = e-‘“2’PIT(2ip)) 
*sin 7r(~ + i + ip) 
. 
sinn(E+$-ip)’ 
,sin 7r(~ + + + ip) 
ligB(-iS)C(-is) = eir2’PIT(2ip)( . 
sin7r(E+&-+)’ 
then we find 
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A(0) = -qsin,C,+i+ip) 1 
From Euler’s reflection formula for the r-function we obtain 
sin7r(E-l-- ip) - 
Sk(o), 
and this gives 
A(0) = -t ) sinn(c + i + ip) r(2ip)12(tk(0)Q(O) + tk(O)Q(O)) 
= - F / sinn(E + i + ip) r(2ip)12 
(g)*(g). 
Comparing this result with (2.6), we see that for x = 0 the Laguerre function 
can be defined formally by 
&@; P, &I = lW@)I ( yg’ ). 
3. CLEBSCH-GORDAN COEFFICIENTS FOR PARABOLIC BASIS VECTORS OF 
4,l) 
3.1. Orthogonal polynomials and functions 
The Wilson polynomials, see Wilson [18] or [l, §3.8], are polynomials on top of 
the Askey-scheme of hypergeometric polynomials, see Koekoek and Swart- 
touw [8]. The continuous dual Hahn polynomials are a three-parameter sub- 
class of the Wilson polynomials, and are defined by 
(3.1) &z(y;a,b,c) = (a+b),(a+c),3-F2 
+~,a+ ix,a - ix 
a+b,a+c 
x2=y. 
For real parameters a, b, c, with a + b, a + c, b + c positive, the continuous dual 
Hahn polynomials are orthogonal with respect to a positive measure, sup- 
ported on a subset of R. The orthonormal continuous dual Hahn polynomials 
are defined by 
S(y;a,b,c) = FV4y; a, b, c> ,/~!(a + b),(a + c),(b + cjn 
By Kummer’s transformation, see e.g. [l, Cor. 3.3.51, the polynomials s, and S, 
are symmetric in a, b and c. Without loss of generality we assume that a is the 
smallest of the real parameters a, b and c. Let dp(.; a, b, c) be the measure de- 
fined by 
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Jf(Y)&(Y; a> b; c) = 
1 O” r(u + ix)P(b + ix)T(c + ix) 2 
J.1 
f (x2) 
zr, r(2ix) qu + b)Qu + c)r(b + c) lzzx 
k (2u)k(u + ‘)kb + b)k(u + ‘)k j-(-cu + k)2) 
(u)k(u - b + l)k(u - c + I)&! ’ 
where K is the largest non-negative integer such that a + K < 0. In particular, 
the measure dp(.; a, b, c) is absolutely continuous if a 2 0. The measure is pos- 
itive under the conditions a + b > 0, a + c > 0 and b + c > 0. Then the poly- 
nomials &( y; a, b, c) are orthonormal with respect to the measure dp( y; a, b, c). 
The Laguerre polynomials are defined by 
(3.2) Qqx) dEi!&-n;a+ 1;x). n! 
The orthonormal Laguerre polynomials 
p(x) = 
1: 
&+(x) 
n 
are orthonormal on [0, oo) with respect to the weight function 
W’“‘(x) = xcye-x 
qck + 1). 
They satisfy the three-term recurrence relation 
xZ~)(x)=-J(n+l)(ck+n+l)~~~1(x)+(2n+a+l)Z~)(x) 
- &FGq~,(x,, 
and the differential equation 
xy”(X) + (cl + 1 - x)$(x) + ny(x) = 0, y(x) = Z?)(x). 
The Jacobi functions, see [ 121, are defined by 
(3.3) cpi”“‘(x) =2 Fl ~(01+p+l-iX);~(Q+p+l+iX) -x 
a+1 ; 
Here we use the unique analytic continuation to C \ [l, XI) of the hypergeo- 
metric function. The Jacobi functions are eigenfunctions of the hypergeometric 
differential operator 
-x( 1 + x) 2 - [a + 1 + (o + p + 2)x] ; 
for eigenvalue $ [(ct’ + ,!3 + 1)2 + X2]. Spectral analysis of the hypergeometric 
differential operator leads to a unitary integral transform called the Jacobi- 
function transform. The Jacobi-function transform is given by 
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where Q! > -1, p E R, A,,,(x) = 2 2cu+2fl+1P(1 + x)~, and dy(X) is the measure 
given by 
2”+p+1-vya + l)T(iX) 
““;“(~)=r(f(a+~+l+iX))r(~(rv-‘+1+iX))I 
D= 
{ 
i(]P]-a-1-Y) /jEz~~,]~/-a-1-2j>o . 1 
Observe that the measure &(A) is absolutely continuous if I/3] 4 a + 1. 
3.2. The Lie algebra sa(1, 1) 
The Lie algebra SU( 1,l) is a three dimensional Lie algebra, generated by H, B 
and C satisfying the commutation relations 
(3.5) [H,B]=2B, [H,C]=-2C, [B,C]=H. 
There is a *-structure defined by H* = Hand B* = -C. The Casimir operator 
0 is a central element of U(SU( 1, l)), and 0 is given by 
(3.6) R= -;(H2+2H+4CB). 
There are four classes of irreducible unitary representations of SU( 1, l), see [17, * 
$6.41: 
The positive discrete series representations xi are representations labelled 
by k > 0. The representation space is 12(Z20) with orthonormal basis {e,}nGH,o. 
The action is given by 
rk+(H)e, =2(k+n)e,, 
(3.7) 
rk+(B)e, = (n+ 1)(2k+n)e,+l, 
rk+(C)en = -dn(2k+n- l)en-l, 
xl(L?) e,, = k(1 -k) e,. 
The negative discrete series representations x; are labelled by k > 0. The rep- 
resentation space is ~2(Z~~) with orthonormal basis {e,},,z~O. The action is 
given by 
T;(H) e,, = -2(k + n) en, 
(3.8) 
ri(B)e, = - n(2k+n- l)e,-1, 
T;(C)e, = J(E+ 1)(2k+n)e,+t, 
ri(L?)e, = k(1 -k)e,. 
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The principal series representations +‘+ are labelled by E E [0, 1) and p > 0, 
where (p, E) # (0, i). The representation space is e2(Z) with orthonormal basis 
{e,},,,. The action is given by 
7+‘(H) e, = 2(e + n) e,, 
5;P.“(B)e~=/(n+,+~+ip)1e,+1, 
(3.9) 1 
7F(C)e, = -~(n+E-Z+ip)le,-li 
7+“(6!) e, = (p2 + b) e,. 
For (p, E) = (0, i) the representation 7r”li splits into a direct sum of a positive 
and a negative discrete series representation: nod = 7rr’ $7r;. The representa- 
tion space splits into two invariant subspaces: (e, ) n <‘O} &5’{e, ) n 2 O}. 
The complementary series representations 7rA+ are labelled by E and A, where 
~~[0,$,)andX~(-$,--~)or~~(~;l) and X E (- i, E - 1). The representation 
space is 12(Z) with orthonormal basis {e,},,Z. The action is given by 
7+(H) e, = 2(& + n) en, 
(3.10) 
~X~E(B)e,=~(n+~+l+X)(n+~-~)e~+l, 
7(-X;E(C)e,=-J(n+e+X)(n+E-X-1)en-1, 
+(f2) e, = --X(1 + A) e,. 
Note that formally for X = - 4 + ip the actions in the principal series and in the 
complementary series are the same. 
We remark that the operators (3.7)-(3.10) are unbounded, with domain the 
set of finite linear combinations of the basis vectors. The representations are 
*-representations in the sense of Schmtidgen [ 15, Ch.81. 
The decomposition of the tensor product of a positive and a negative discrete 
series representation of su( 1,l) is determined in [6, Thm.2.21, see also [17, $8.7.71 
for the group SU( 1,l). 
Theorem 3.1. For kl 2 k2 the decomposition of the tensor product ofpositive and 
negative discrete series representations of su(l, 1) is 
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where E = kl - k2 + L, L is the unique integer such that E E [0, I), and 
A = -kl - k2. Further, under the identljication above, 
(3.11) enI @en2 = (-l)“‘ j’ S,(y;nl -n2)enl-n2-Ldp~(y;nl -m), 
R 
where n = min{nl, nz}, &(y;p) IS an orthonormal continuous dual Hahn poly- 
nomial, 
s(Y;P) = 
S,(y:kl-kz+~,kl+kz-~,k2-kl-p+~), p<O, 
S,(y;kZ-kl+~,kl+kz-~,kl-k?+p+~), PLO, 
and 
dcL(YiP) = 
dl”(y;kl-k:+;,kl+k:-;,k2-kkl-p++), P I 0, 
dP(y;kz-k,+;,kl+kz-;,kl-k2+p+;), p>O. 
The inversion of (3.11) can be given explicitly, e.g. for an element 
f @ er-L = /rf(x)er+idx E L2(0, CQ) @ 12(Z’) E jbv’(E)dx 
0 
in the representation space of the direct integral representation, we have 
sp(y;rlf(y)&(x r) ep @ ep-,., 1 r < 0, 
Sp(y; r)fb)&( y; r) ep+l @ ep, 
I 
r L 0. 
For the discrete components in Theorem 3.1 we can replacef by a Dirac delta 
function at the appropriate points of the discrete mass of dp(.; r). In the fol- 
lowing subsections we assume that discrete terms do not occur in the tensor 
product decomposition. From the calculations it is clear how to extend the re- 
sults to the general case. 
3.3. Parabolic basisvectors 
We consider the self-adjoint element 
which is a parabolic element. We determine the spectral decomposition of X in 
the various representations. We also give (generalized) eigenvectors of X. This 
is done in the same way as in [lo], using (doubly infinite) Jacobi operators. First 
we consider X in the discrete series. The action of X can be identified with the 
three-term recurrence relation for the Laguerre polynomials. 
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Proposition 3.2. The operators Ok defined by 
@+ : e2(&) + L2([o, co); w(2k-1)(x)dx) 
en4~2k-1)(.), 
are unitary and intertwine $(X) with MfX. 
Here A4 denotes the multiplication operator: Mfg(x) = f(x)g(x). 
In terms of generalized eigenvectors, Proposition 3.2 states that 
m 
v*(x) = C Zi2k-1)(x)en; x E [O,~), 
n=O 
is a generalized eigenvector of 7$(X) for eigenvalue ix. These eigenvectors can 
be considered as parabolic basis vectors for SU( 1,l). 
Next we consider X in the principal unitary series. We find that 7?+(X) ex- 
tends to a doubly infinite Jacobi operator which corresponds to the recurrence 
relation for the Laguerre functions. The spectral analysis of +‘(X) is carried 
out in $2. 
Proposition 3.3. The operator WE dejined by 
WE : t*(Z) i L2(R, w(x; p, &)dx) 
en-(-l)n$b(.; P, E) 
is unitary and intertwines I+“(X) with MX. 
So, for x E [w \ {0}, 
VP+(X) = 2 (-l)nti,n(x; p, E)en, 
is a generalized eigenvector of +‘(X) for eigenvalue x. We exclude the point 
x = 0 because the Laguerre functions are not defined at that point. 
Next we consider the action of X in the tensor product. Recall that A(Y) = 
1 8 Y + Y @ 1 for Y E su(l, 1). Then we find from Proposition 3.2 the follow- 
ing result. 
Proposition 3.4. The operator T dejined by 
r : 12(&o) @ t2(z>o) + L2([O; 00) x [0, oa), w(2k~P1)(x1)w(2k~-1)(x2)dxldx2) 
e,, @ e,,HZ~~k’-1)(x1)Z~~-1)(x2), 
is unitary and intertwines ~2, 6~ rk, (A(X)) with MX2-X, 
so 
v+(x,) @I v-(x2) = 2 Zj7-‘)(xl)l~~-l)(x2) e,, 63 en2 
n,,n~=O 
is a generalized eigenvector of niTk+i @rk;, (A(X)) for eigenvalue x2 - xi. 
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3.4. Clebscb-Gordan coefficients 
We want to determine the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients between the bases of 
uncoupled eigenvectors @(XI) 18 v-(x2) and coupled eigenvectors J” vP+(xz - 
xt)dp of the operator ri @ 7rk, (A(X)) f or eigenvalue x2 - x1. So we want to 
find the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient g, a function of p depending on xl, x2 (and 
kt , kz), satisfying 
s 
w 
(3.13) Vf(X,) @a v-(x2) = g(p)vpqx2 - x1)&. 
0 
Note that this is an expression for generalized eigenvectors of the self-adjoint 
operator 7rzI @ rr;$A(X)) = J” ,n;P>& X)dp. ( Because the self-adjoint operators 
Tc’, (a, “k, (a 7+“(X) have simple spectrum, cf. Propositions 3.2 and 3.3, we 
see that g is uniquely determined by (3.13) (almost everywhere). The function 
g can be determined from the above expression by taking inner products with 
e,, @ en, = s S, e,,-n2-Ldpi. Th’ IS comes down to finding the function g, for 
which the operator Y, defined by 
is the same as r. Note that it follows from (3.13) that the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficient g does not depend on ~11 and nz. 
From Theorem 3.1 and (3.9) we know that the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient g 
must be an eigenfunction of the Casimir operator 0 in the tensor product for 
eigenvalue p2 + $. So first we determine the actions of the generators H, B and 
C on parabolic basis vectors. 
We start with a very simple lemma, which is based on the fact that sZ(2, C) is 
semi-simple, so [sZ(2, C), sZ(2, C)] = sZ(2, C). 
Lemma 3.5. 
B=;[H,X] +;X+;H, C=;[H,X] -;X-;H. 
Proof. From the definition of X and the commutation relations (3.5) we find 
[H, X] = 2B + 2C. This proves the lemma. 0 
This lemma shows that to find the action of the generators H, B and C, it is 
enough to find the action of H, since the action of X is known. 
Proposition 3.6. In the positive discrete series, the generators H, B, C have a 
realization as densely defined d@erentiaZ operators acting on L’([O, cm), 
l&k-1) (x)dx): 
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7$(H) = -2x; - 2(2k - x) g + 2k, 
5x4 = -&-2(k-X)&“f(2k-X), 
T;(c) = x-$ + 2k&. 
In the negative discrete series H, B, C have a realization as densely de$ned difler- 
ential operators acting on L2([0, oo), ~(~~-‘)(x)dx): 
*;(H)=2~-$+2(2k-x)&-2k, 
7ri(B) = x$+ 2k&; 
q(c) = -x$2(k-x)&+(2k-x). 
Proof. We show that 0’ intertwines the actions of H, B and C given by (3.7), 
with the differential operators given in the proposition. 
From the differential equation for the Laguerre polynomials, we find for the 
action of H 
@+rk+(H)e, = (2n + 2k)Zy-‘j(x) 
d2 d = -2~~1;*~-~)(~) - 2(2k - x)&Z, P-1) cx) + 2k zy-‘) (x) 
= ( - 2x$ - 2(2k - x) & + 2k) Q’e,. 
So we have realized T:(H) as a differential operator. By Proposition 3.2 “k+(X) 
is realized as the multiplication operator M-,. A direct calculation shows that 
0+71k+([H, X])e, = (4x& + 2(2k - x))O+e,. 
Then Lemma 3.5 proves the proposition for the positive discrete series. Note 
that the differential operators are defined on the space consisting of poly- 
nomials which is a dense subspace of L2 ([0, oo), ~(~~-‘)(x)dx). We find the ac- 
tion in the negative discrete series in the same way, or we use the Lie-algebra 
isomorphism 6, given by 
6(H) = -H; 6(B) = C, 6(C) = B. 
Then xk+(‘L9( Y)) = r;(Y) for Y E su(1, 1). 
A straightforward calculation shows that these operators indeed satisfy the 
SU( 1,l) commutation relations. 0 
It is also possible to find the actions of H, B and C on the eigenvectors +(x). 
This is done using the differential equation for the Laguerre functions, which 
follows from the confluent hypergeometric differential equation. We do not 
need these actions here. 
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Next we want to calculate rk’, @ 7r,& (A(Q)) for these realizations. From (3.6) 
we obtain 
(3.14) djn)=l~n+n~l-~H~H-(C~B+B~C). 
Proposition 3.6 shows that rz @ 7r;, (A(Q) is a i erential operator acting on d ff 
a dense subspace of L2([0, co) x [0, oo), w (2k1-1)(X1)W(2k2~1)(~2)d~ld~2). Let 
p(xl) and q(x2) be polynomials in x1, respectively x2, then we find after a long 
calculation in which many terms cancel, 
nk’, @“i2 (4f4)P(xl)qb2) = 
(3.15) 
- w2(P%)q(x2) + 2P'(Xl)d(X2) +p(x1)q"(x2)) 
+ (2X1X2 - 2klX2 - 2k2Xl) (p’iw)q(x2) + p(x1 )d(x2)) 
+ (2k,x, + 2k2x1 - 2klk2 - ~1x2 
+h(l -kl) +kz(l -kz))p(x&(xz), 
where p’(xt) = &p(xt) and q’(x2) = &q(x2). For t > 0 let Ht be the space 
consisting of polynomials of the form p(x)q(x + t), and for t < 0 let Ht be the 
space consisting of polynomials of the formp(x - t)q(x). 
Proposition 3.7. Fovjixed t E R \ (0) we have 
A!.&’ 0 7r; c3 Ti2 (n(n)) IHl 0 M,x 
I -x(x- t)$- (2klx+2kz(x- t))&+ ((kl(l -kl) 
I +kz(l - k2) - 2klk2), t < 0, 
=I -x(x+t)$- (2kl(x+t)+2kzx)& 
I + ((kdl -kl) +kz(l - k2) - 2klk2), t > o. 
Proof. First we assume t > 0. Put x = x1, t = x2 - x1 and eXp(x; t) =p(x)q(x + 
t) in (3.15), then 
T: CC 7ri2(A(f2))eXp(x; t) = 
ex 
[ 
-x(x+t)$$-((W&+t)+2kzx)g 
+ ((h(l - kl) + kz(l - k2) - 2hh)pj. 
This proofs the proposition for t > 0. The case t < 0 is proved similarly. 0 
For t > 0 the differential operator in Proposition 3.7 has the Jacobi 
functions y~l-l,2k2~l) (x/t) as eigenfunctions for eigenvalue p2 + $, and acts 
on the space L2(& n,,,~,,,,_l(x/t)dx/t), since w(~~I-~)(x + t)w(zk2-‘)(x) = 
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Ce-2xn2k,_1,2kz-1(x/t) where C is a factor independent of x. A similar ob- 
servation can be made for t < 0. So the spectral analysis of the self-adjoint op- 
erator n(Q), = rk’, 18 7rk, (L(Q)) jH, leads to the Jacobi function transform, and 
we can identify the spectrum of n(Q), with the support of the measure dv(2p). 
We find that the support is exactly the same as the support of the ortho- 
normality measure for the continuous dual Hahn polynomials given in Theo- 
rem 3.1. In particular the spectrum of n(Q), is simple, so the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients are determined up to a factor independent of x. Now the 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are given by C+exip~‘-1’2k’-1’(x/t) and 
c~ex,&W>W (-x/t), for t > 0, respectively t < 0, where C+ and C_ are 
factors independent of x which need to be determined. 
Theorem 3.8. The Clebsch-Gordan coeficients for the parabolic bases are given 
by 
C_(p)ex2~(2k2~1,2kl-1) 
2P 
x2-x1 <o, 
g(P) = C+(P)ex’(p(2kl-1,2kz-1) 
2P 
x2-x1 >o, 
where 
Proof. Recall from the beginning of this subsection that the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients are the unique functions g such that Y = Y,, or equivalently, the 
functions g determined by 
(v+(x~) B v-(x2),en, 8 e,,) = 
(S 
mg(p)vP+(x~ - xl)dp, 
1 
O" &(den,~n2~dd(d 
> 0 0 
Here dp is the orthogonality measure for the continuous dual Hahn poly- 
nomials as in Theorem 3.1. Put x = x1, t = x2 ~ xi and assume t > 0. Since g is 
independent of ni and n2, it is enough to verify that the function g in the theo- 
rem satisfies the above identity in case n1 = n2 = 0. Explicitly, we must verify 
the following identity 
1 = (-l)L O” x (2/t-1,2kzpl) x 
dzi s 0 e ‘p2Q 0 
t $46 p,kl - kz + L) 
X C+(P) 
Ir(kl + kz - 4 + ip)r(k2 - kl + ; + ip)r(kl - kz + $ + ip) dp, 
&VW(W / W@ 1 
We use an integral representation for the second solution of the confluent hy- 
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pergeometric differential equation, see [16, (3.2.55)] (note that there is a mis- 
print in the exponent of z in [ 16]), 
ZC-a cc 
U(a; b; z) = - 
s T(c) 0 
pY c- 1 2J71 a,l+a-b 
y 
. -Y c ’ dy, 
Ec>O,~z>O, 
with parameters given by 
a = kl - kz + k + ip, b= 1+2ip, c=2kl, y=;, z = t. 
By the definition of the Laguerre function @*n(t) for t > 0, see $2, the definition 
of a Jacobi function (3.3) funct and Euler’s transformation [l, (2.2.7)], we have 
$-dt; p,k, - k2 + L) = 
Taking the inverse Jacobi transform, which is allowed since 
epx E L2([0, m), n2kl-1,2kz-2(x/t)dx/t), we find 
t-‘+,!q,(t; p, kl - k2 + L) 
This is the desired identity. Note that it follows from the unitarity of the Jacobi 
transform, that the factor C+(p) is unique. For t = x1 - x2 < 0 the theorem is 
proved similarly. 0 
Remark 3.9. The explicit expressions for the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients as 
&-series can also be found in Basu and Wolf [2]. The method used in [2] to 
compute the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients is different from the method used 
here. 
Theorem 3.8 gives the following Clebsch-Gordan decomposition for the 
parabolic basis vectors 
+(x2 - xl)dp, 
I 
Jo -r 
I, % , \ x2 - x, < 0, 
v’(x11 @v-(x2) = { roo 
I 
Jo 
#‘+(x2 - xl)dp, 
I x2-q >o, 
and the inversion of this can be found using the Jacobi transform. 
From Theorem 3.8 we obtain a product formula for Laguerre polynomials. 
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Theorem 3.10. Let Ikl - k2l 5 i and kl + k2 2 i, then the Laguerrepolynomials 
satisfy the following product formula: for x1 > x3 
~(2k’-1)(X1)~~~-“(X2) n1 
1 w 
=-I d(p)s,,(p2;kl-k,+n?-n,+~,k,+kz-~,k,-k~+~) 
27r 0 
u(% - ~11 + k2 - kl + k - ip; 1 - 2ip; x1 - x2)dp, 
for x1 = x2 = x, 
pl-1)(4qqx) m 
DdP) Sn, (P’; k2 - kl + n2 - nl + 2, kl + k2 - ;, k, - k2 + ;je~x;-k,-k~rip~p, 
where 
d(p) = (XI - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ r(kl + k:! - i + ip)T(k2 - kl + 722 - n1 + 4 + ip) 2 
nl! n2! T(2k2) Wip) 
> 
’ kl D(p) = (Xl - x2)3- - kz+ip 
lr(kl + k2 - i+ ip)12r(n2 - n1 + k2 - kl + i + ip) 
nl! nz! T(2k2)T(2ip) 1 
Np) = & T(kl + k2 - i - ip)(k2 - kl + i + ip),,-,, . 
The case x1 < x2 follows from the case x1 > x2 using the substitutions 
(h,xl,nl) ++ (hx2,m). 
Proof. For ~1 > ~2 the first equality in the theorem follows from writing out 
explicitly T(% @ en*) = r, ( j” &(P; n1 - n2)enI-n,-Ldpi), n = min{nl, n2}, 
where g is given in Theorem 3.8 and using (6, (3.13)] 
s,(p’;kl-kz+t:kirk2-S,kZ-kl-p+~)= 
(-l)“l(kl-kz+:-iip),~2y,-,(p2;kz-kl+~~kl+kZ-~,kl-k2+p+~). 
Using (1.1) we have 
1 . ti-kl-k2-iP u(p + k2 _ kl + z _ Ip; 1 - 2ip; t) = 
t~-h-kz+ip r(-2ip) 
r(p + kz - kl + 4 - ip) 
IFi(p+kz-kl+k+ip;1+2ip;t)+idem(p - -PI, 
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and the first integral for the case x1 > x2 splits according to this into two in- 
tegrals. Substituting p+-+ - p in the second integral and using that the con- 
tinuous dual Hahn polynomial and the Jacobi function are even in p, we obtain 
the second equality. 
The case x1 = x2 can be obtained from the case x1 > x2 by letting xi + x2. 
We use the c-functions expansion of the Jacobi function 
Wk2)WP) x2 
( > 
b-k, -kz+ip 
r(kz - kl f; + ip)r(kl + kz - ; + ip) x1 - x2 
x 2 Fl 
kl+k2-i-ip,kl-k2-f-ipI xx-xl 
1 - 2ip x2 > 
+ idem(p cf -p), 
which can be obtained from [l, (2.3.12)]. Using this expression in the second 
integral for xi > x2 and letting x1 + x2 then gives the second equality for 
xi = x2. The first equality for x1 = x2 is obtained directly from the second. q 
Remark 3.11. (i) The confluent hypergeometric U-function can be considered 
as a Whittaker function of the second kind, see [16, (1.9.6)]; 
b&&t) =p-l’fl+)U(m-k+;;2nI+l;x). 
These Whittaker functions are the kernel in the Whittaker function transform, 
given by 
where k 2 i. Using the Whittaker function transform we see that Theorem 3.10 
is a generalization of Koornwinder’s formula [13, (5.14)], stating that Laguerre 
polynomials are mapped onto continuous dual Hahn polynomials by the 
Whittaker function transform. 
(ii) For general kl, k2 > 0 discrete mass points must be added to the integral 
in the theorem. In case the discrete mass points corresponds to discrete series in 
the tensor product decomposition, cf. Theorem 3.1, the confluent hypergeo- 
metric U-function can be written as a terminating iFi-series, which is a La- 
guerre polynomial. 
(iii) Theorem 3.10 can be obtained as a limit case of a bilinear summation 
formula for Meixner-Pollaczek polynomials, see [7, Rem.3.2(ii)]. 
(iv) The first case of the product formula for x1 = x2 corresponds to the 
formal definition of the Laguerre function $J~(O; p, E) given in Remark 2.10 as 
follows. The Clebsch-Gordan coefficient for the case x = xi = x2 is the (C2- 
valued) function g, such that 
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/Pv’) cx) &:“‘-‘I cx) = n1 
sn, (p2; n1 - n2)‘f (P)lWP) / 
Here g” denotes the Hermitian transpose of g. Using the explicit expression for 
&(O), see Proposition 2.2, the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients can now be com- 
puted from Theorem 3.10, and this gives 
where C is a factor independent of X. The function g should be an eigenfunction 
of n$ @ rk, (A(Q)) in th e realizations of Proposition 3.6. Indeed, setting 
e”cp(x) = p(x)q(x) in (3.15), it follows from Theorem 3.1 that the function p(x) 
must a solution to the following Euler differential equation: 
-x2yu - (2kl + 2kz)xy'+ (kl +kz)(l - kl - k2)y = (p’+$L 
The general solutions to this equation are given by 
L-k, -k+p y = ClX2 + C2X$-klrkz-ip~ 
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